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&lt;/lyrics&gt;
{{Translation|Japanese}}
==Toki no Kakera==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
haru no sora ni mau  yasashiku hibiku uta wa
tsugi no tobira hiraku  toki o oshieteiru no?

sotto hitomi toji  kisetsu o kazoetemiru
yomigaetteiku  iro o kasanete

kono te surinuketeku omoide dakishimete

tsunaida kimi to no te mo
itsuka wa wasureyuku no kana?
&quot;sayonara&quot; maichiru hanabira kakuretemo
mirai wa waratteiru kara

kimi to yorisoi zutto  utsurou keshiki miteta
namida mo egao mo yume mo sonomama

Toki ni nagasaretemo wasurezu ni itai yo

hirogeta chizu no saki ni
mada minu e o egaiteita
&quot;sayonara&quot; wa iwanaide iy
sorezore no michi no sono saki
itsuka deaeru... shinjiteiru kara

yamanai ame no yoru mo
namida de nijinda yhi mo
bukiy ni kizutsukeatta koto mo
subete itoshii hibi to omou



chikara ni kaeteyukitai

&quot;sayonara&quot; wa iwanaide iy
sono saki de
mirai wa waratteiru kara
&lt;/lyrics&gt;
|

==Broken Times==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
The springs sky dances. Gently, a song resounds.
The next door opens. Can it teach time?

Gently, the eyes are shut. Try to count the seasons
Colors are being recalled repeatedly.

This hand is slipping through the memories were embracing

Tied to you and your hand
I wonder, when are you losing something?
Even if the dancing falling flower petals hide goodbye
Cause the future is smiling.

Im getting close to you. We cant see the changing sceneries
The tears, the smiles, and the dreams too as it is.

I want to be unforgettable even if the times are draining.

Prior to the extended map
We still described the invisible picture
Dont say goodbye
One day, prior to every road,
Well encounter cause I believe so

In the evening, the night with unstoppable rain
Ran with my tears
Everyday, with all of my darlings,
The thing is we clumsily hurt each other
I want the means to change

Dont say goodbye
cause the future is smiling before us.
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